Our buildings should be to some extend poems.

Kissing awake the sleeping beauty.

Simple form:
- One urban gate
  - Four squares
  - Four added volumes
  - Four deleted volumes

Site specific furniture:
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Kissing awake the Sleeping Beauty
an urban acupuncture strategy for the Binnengasthuis area

tutors Lidwine Spoormans & Wido Quist
third tutor Nicholas Clarke
board of examiners delegate R. Have

FACADE FRAGMENT ADDITION

floor construction
floor finishing, 25 mm
floating cement screed, 90 mm
reinforced concrete, 50 mm
concrete hollow core slab, 200mm
(lowered ceiling with stucco finishing)

floor construction (ground floor)
floor finishing, 25 mm
reinforced concrete, 50 mm
with integrated floor heating system
concrete hollow core slab, 200mm
insulation, 130 mm

facade construction
clay stucco, 12 mm
prefab concrete elements, 200 mm
insulation, 200 mm
cavity, 40 mm
Wienerberger brickwork, 100 mm

roof construction
roof tiles, 30 mm
tile carrier rubber, 30 mm
bitumen roofing
insulation, 100 mm (slope)
fluid applied membrane
reinforced concrete, 50 mm
insulated concrete hollow core slab, 200mm

no.B

no. A

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK EDUCATIONAL PRODUCT
specialties white plastered buildings organic shape of the courts

scale 1:100

scale 1:100

scale 1:20

DESIGN #01
Kissing awake the Sleeping Beauty

DESIGN #02
scale 1:100, scale 1:20

P4 presentation - Linda Nijhof - May 21st, 2015 -
Kissing awake the Sleeping Beauty
Area tutors Lidwine Spoormans & Wido Quist
Third tutor Nicholas Clarke
Board of examiners delegate R. Have
specialties symmetrical building
south orientated
situation leaking and out-dated atrium
opportunity restore the old court and make a forecourt for the university

scale 1:100

• entrance (dwellings)
• toilets
• cafe
• entrance / garderobe (cafe)
• kitchen (cafe)

floorplan (souterrain)

• 10. roof terrace (dwellings)
• 9. bedroom
• 8. living room
• 7. kitchen / dining room
• 6. outside terrace (cafe)

floorplan (roof)

• 5. entrance (dwellings)

floorplan (second floor)

• 4. toilets
• 3. cafe
• 2. entrance / garderobe (cafe)
• 1. kitchen (cafe)

scale 1:20

• 11.700
• 10.400

floor construction (ground floor)

• aeration concrete / cellular concrete
• screed floor, 50 mm
• floor finishing, 40 mm

facade construction

• insulation, 200 mm (outside facade)
• ribbed slab floor
• screed floor, 50 mm
• floor finishing, 40 mm

A/DAM
BEAUTY/#03/